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The Kingdom of Heaven within The Holy Book of the Great
Invisible Spirit ☺
Authors and self-described healing ministers, Junior and Marilyn Ellis, believe many
Christians are missing a fundamental command of the Gospels—as written in
Matthew 10:8—to heal the sick. Heal the Sick explains this command found in the
Bible to not only spread the gospel and pray for the sick, but to actually heal the
sick. Junior and Marilyn provide readers with inspiring, firsthand accounts of the
many miraculous healings they've experienced and witnessed over the years,
crediting much of their knowledge about healing to the ministry of Charles and
Frances Hunter.

The Invisible Ladder
Quantum Brain Healing offers alternative medicine, nutritional therapies, vitamins,
amino acid therapy to treat, heal, and prevent many brain diseases. It also shows
how to protect the brain from aging, cognitive disorders, and learning disorders.
Modern anti-aging tips for protecting memory and working longer. Medical
solutions to sharpen your memory and improve your mood. Help in eliminating
addictions and depression. The book chapters include depression, anxiety,
insomnia, PTSD, OCD, mania, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, addiction, neuropathy,
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dyslexia,
epilepsy, memory, ischemia, stroke, autism, stress, cognitive disorders,
and auditory hallucinations. Each chapter contains the many solutions and
treatment plan for the specific disease and related medical symptoms. Learn how
to keep yourself healthy, fight environmental toxins, repair cellular damage, and
operate in your best health zone. Let Dr Rebecca Stone MD-India light the pathway
to Camelot for your family's health and wellness.

Healing Magic, 10th Anniversary Edition
Awakening to the Splendor of Dawn
Common Roots turns the searchlight of historic Christianity on twenty-first-century
evangelicalism. Originally published in 1978 as a clarion call to all evangelicals,
this reprint presents Webber’s thoughts to a new generation and includes a
foreword by David Neff, the executive director of the center that pays tribute to
Webber’s work and supports the ancient-future faith movement.Webber’s primary
concern is to uncover the roots of evangelical Christianity. In so doing, he looks
critically at beliefs and practices of contemporary evangelicalism that are out of
harmony with historic Christianity.Webber argues that examining the era of the
early church (A.D. 100–500), and particularly the second century, offers insights
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that evangelicals
need to recover for worship, theology, mission, and spirituality.
Chapters highlight a problem, investigate the belief and practice of the early
church, and suggest an agenda for evangelical Christianity.Common Roots is
required reading for anyone interested in the ancient-future faith movement, the
writings and thought of Robert Webber, or evangelicalism’s relationship to history.

Invisible Illnesses
Describes the anxiety many women are facing over their changing role in society,
explains why the differences between their expectations and their feelings are
causing trouble, and suggests an approach to healing

The Complete Works of Thomas Manton, D.D.
This is an autobiographical collection of poems, prose and music about the author's
tortuous path to adulthood as she recovers from severe PTSD. It chronicles her
journey from victim to survivor and now, within sight of conqueror.(PTSD – Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder – It is what remains and destroys normal life after
overwhelming, unresolved trauma finally affects one's every step and breath.
Every voice, every sound, odor, flash of light can trigger a fight or flight or panic
reaction. Adrenaline rushes through the body and irrational fear can rule every
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hyper-vigilant
healthy person becomes totally disabled. And well-intentioned ignorant observers
tell you to, “Just get over it.”)The author was adopted from Korea as an infant with
severe, undetected medical problems that affected her behavior. She was
repeatedly traumatized in her first adoptive home. Then at the age of ten she was
sent away, never welcome to return, and further traumatized in hospitals, group
homes and foster care. Multiple suicide attempts led to more hospitalizations and
abuse by a seemingly endless number of training-challenged people.This book
weaves a background story of spiritual and relational growth. It chronicles her
undying and persistent prayer – from early childhood – that one day she would be
part of a Christian family who would want her and love her and cherish her. A story
about how that prayer was answered five years ago when she was adopted a
second time and given the chance to grow and heal from the horrors of the past.It
is a story of the ascendancy of her relationship with the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob and the gradual unfolding and awareness of who she is while she struggles
to cast off deep emotional numbness and begin to feel and express love.One
theme runs through these pages – the author's love of God and how it has brought
her through the toughest of times and is still guiding her through her daily battles
as she recovers from the trials of PTSD.

The Diary of a Nobody
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Cupid: Erin Cameron was down on her luck after her dad walked out on the
family, her relationship ended and her current job was not funded for the following
school year. To top it off, she was humiliated at her cousin's wedding which she
only attended to accompany her mother because her gorgeous sister was a
bridesmaid. At the wedding she met Nate Kepler, a friend of the groom, who was
fighting his own battles with leukemia. Though as fate would have it Nate's sister,
Kim, needed a companion to visit distant kin in Great Britain and at the last minute
Nate decided to join them. Erin discovered that Nate would go to any extremes to
gain her attention, despite Erin's hesitancy to become involved with someone who
might end in another devastating loss. Though, unwittingly, Erin finds some
surprising answers to her ongoing issues through a healing hypnotic session which
reveals past lives that also involves Nate. Could she, along with a newly discovered
distant kin, Audrey Spencer from London, who was attempting to heal from her
own losses, assist one another to find comfort and love? This is an inspiring and
heartwarming story involved in discovering one's true self, both past and present,
to be able to move forward successfully in all aspects of life.

Heal the Sick
Filled with stories, songs, rituals, recipes, meditations, and trance journeys that
outline more than 100 ways to practice the art of magical healing, this guidebook
to conscious living by renowned herbalist Robin Rose Bennett makes it easy to
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the path to physical and spiritual health. In the tradition of natural
witchcraft, Healing Magic, 10th Anniversary Edition presents step-by-step
instructions for conducting earth-centered rituals, preparing herbal remedies, and
casting spells to enchant and heal as well as advice on cooking everyday meals
incorporating health-enhancing herbs and home remedies. • Find out how to
reconnect with the earth and draw on its energy • Interact with the power of the
seven chakras of the body • Build an altar • Make use of moon magic and women's
wisdom • Prepare herbal infusions and baths • Work with the medicine wheel •
Cast spells for love and wealth No matter what your beliefs, this guidebook will
open your heart and mind to everyday magic and the joys of living in tune with the
energies of nature. Table of Contents Foreword by Susun S. Weed, author of the
Wise Woman Herbal series Introduction 1. Reconnecting with the Earth 2. Engaging
Mystery 3. Moon Magic and Women's Wisdom 4. Herbal Magic 5. The Medicine
Wheel of Magic 6. Spells 7. Rituals Epilogue: A Final Story Afterword

Bitter Roots
A guide to healing the wounds of childhood sexual abuse employs case histories to
show how the memory of abuse can be distorted and how the survivor can create a
"safe place" for healing.
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Reaching for the Invisible God Study Guide
What if you awoke one morning and everything was different? What if your path
collided with that of a man you had known for lifetimes, a man you had loved for
lifetimes—a forever love? What if reincarnation and past life traumas ran like a
movie before your open eyes, and what if all this happened when you were an
ordinary person—a wife and mother like Nancy? Forever Love answers the
questions why some people, meeting for the first time, feel they have known each
other before and why some people have inexplicable phobias and problems.
“Forever Love is very timely. As we move more and more deeply into the evolution
of human consciousness, more and more people are experiencing spontaneous
past life recalls. Forever Love lets you know you aren’t alone and you aren’t crazy.
” -Elmdea Bean, bestselling author of Liberating Incarnations: Twenty-Five Stories
of Past Life Regression, Speaker, Past Life Therapist. http://elmdeabean.com
“Engaging, articulate, and compelling, anyone who has ever met their twin soul in
this lifetime while committed to another will resonate to the longing for union
again, the power of the love connection built through myriad lifetimes together,
and the explosive spiritual growth the contact sets off!” Barbara Stone, PhD,
author of Invisible Roots: How Healing Past Life Trauma Can Liberate Our Present

Quantum Brain Healing
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What happens
persist even with the most advanced methods of cure? This problem confounded
many of psychotherapist Dr. Barbara Stone's clients, who could not shake phobias,
addictions, depression, anger, pain, chronic fatigue, and other physical conditions,
no matter what they tried. Then, searching deeper realms uncovered links to
traumatic past lives and to spirits of the deceased who had not been able to move
into the Light because of emotional turmoil. After treating the wounds of these
past lives and earthbound spirits, the presenting problems disappeared. This
groundbreaking book describes these remarkable stories and the methods used to
help people heal. A resource for therapists confronted with these phenomena, this
book is also for anyone struggling to understand the origins of persistent patterns
of blockage or disease. Best of all, it brings the remarkable breakthrough therapies
of Energy Psychology to bear on this difficult area, providing an abundance of tools
and techniques for resolving issues whose roots lie in realms other than the
present lifetime.

The Old-Time Radio Trivia Book II
Green magick, or stewardship of the earth, begins right in our own backyards.
When we cultivate an herb garden—even if it’s just a few potted plants on a sunny
windowsill—we are tending living, sentient beings who respond to our intention,
our energy, and our tender loving care. The “fae” (faerie) essence residing at the
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heart of
each nurtured plant manifests in its foliage, flowers, fragrance, and flavor,
and its unique healing, nourishing, and restorative properties. In The Faeries’ Guide
to Green Magick from the Garden author and free-fae-spirit Jamie Wood offers
fresh, faerie-centric profiles of thirty-three familiar medicinal and culinary herbs
accompanied by recipes for natural healing remedies, earth-friendly beauty
products, and tasty treats. Fantasy artist Lisa Steinke pairs each herb with a
vibrant portrait of its personality—its unique faerie signature—in her lyrical poetry
and luminous paintings. With blissful blessings, magickal meditations, and zesty
spells sprinkled throughout, The Faeries Guide to Green Magick from the Garden
will help you get in touch with your own fae spirit and explore the earthly—and
earthy—delights of your own garden. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Healing Power of Mind
Primary Education
The spiritual subject of past lives and reincarnation is highly controversial. Most
religions don't believe it, and science cannot prove it yet. This book is an “energy
healing communication” with a DNA surprise, assisting you to integrate and
understand the deep-seated truths about who you are and where you came from.
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The information
explains what is happening to us, the earth, and the universe, and
what one needs to do to adapt to the new energies on the planet at this time and
for the years to come. These pages contain a profound message with the new
energy—a message that I have delivered many times over my many lifetimes. Who
am I? and Where do I come from? are questions that have been on the minds of
everyone since the beginning. These thoughts are imprinted in our basic DNA.
When I became aware of who I was in the previous lifetime just before this one
(less than five months between lives)—my newfound identity propelled me into the
search for the answers to the questions gnawing at my soul. Each answer provided
new questions, leading me down the enlightened path to an encounter with the
“Grand Divine Plan,” delivering a message of peace and preparation. We all have
gifts and abilities unimaginable, ready for anyone who walks through the door. My
search brought me into an awareness of knowing many of my past lives. It also
revealed that my purpose of discovering was not about who I was, but that I would
write about past lives and reincarnation at a time on the planet when this
information would be so needed.

Taking Back Your Health and Happiness
This is a collection of stories. The student of occult and mystic teaching can use
this as a text book, or as a course of instruction. The author shows how a person
may become an occult helper of humanity and the animal kingdom. Partial
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Contents:
The Way; How may I become a helper? Invisible helpers in action; Some
strange occult stories; Devas, Nature Spirits and Angels; How helpers assist the
animal kingdom; How helpers work with the dead; Reincarnation is a fact;
Catastrophes, their cause and cure; Is Spiritual healing possible? Are animals
subject to spiritual influence; Thoughts of children shape their future lives; How the
mystic accounts for genius; Miscellaneous stories of helpers; Are angels real?
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Catfish Cupid
Umhlonyane, also known as Artemisia afra, is one of the oldest and bestdocumented indigenous medicines in South Africa. This bush, which grows wild
throughout the sub-Saharan region, smells and tastes like “medicine,” thus easily
making its way into people’s lives and becoming the choice of everyday healing for
Xhosa healer-diviners and Rastafarian herbalists. This “natural” remedy has
recently sparked curiosity as scientists search for new molecules against a
tuberculosis pandemic while hoping to recognize indigenous medicine. Laplante
follows umhlonyane on its trails and trials of becoming a biopharmaceutical — from
the “open air” to controlled environments — learning from the plant and from the
people who use it with hopes in healing.
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Invisible Realities, Forgotten Voices
Energy Psychology
Chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, leaky gut; these are all relatively new terms to most
of us. Unfortunately, for those of us who suffer from them, they are a very real, and
often debilitating condition. Invisible Illnesses covers all these conditions, as well
as multiple chemical sensitivities, chemically induced immune system disorders
and prescription drug withdrawal syndrome among others. It introduces natural
therapies and lifestyle modifications for overcoming these disorders. They
emphasize diet, supplementation, non-toxic therapies, environmental
modifications, and therapies that encourage the healing process-reserving drugs
and surgery as a last resort. With this book, and the guidance of a naturopath or
integrative medical doctor, readers can learn what is needed to achieve optimal
health, naturally.

Forever Love
For over a century, plant specialists worldwide have sought to transform healing
plants in African countries into pharmaceuticals. And for equally as long, conflicts
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over these
unfulfilled promises of laboratory equipment and usurped personal patents. In
Bitter Roots, Abena Dove Osseo-Asare draws on publicly available records and
extensive interviews with scientists and healers in Ghana, Madagascar, and South
Africa to interpret how African scientists and healers, rural communities, and drug
companies—including Pfizer, Bristol-Myers Squibb, and Unilever—have sought
since the 1880s to develop drugs from Africa’s medicinal plants. Osseo-Asare
recalls the efforts to transform six plants into pharmaceuticals: rosy periwinkle,
Asiatic pennywort, grains of paradise, Strophanthus, Cryptolepis, and Hoodia.
Through the stories of each plant, she shows that herbal medicine and
pharmaceutical chemistry have simultaneous and overlapping histories that cross
geographic boundaries. At the same time, Osseo-Asare sheds new light on how
various interests have tried to manage the rights to these healing plants and
probes the challenges associated with assigning ownership to plants and their
biochemical components. A fascinating examination of the history of medicine in
colonial and postcolonial Africa, Bitter Roots will be indispensable for scholars of
Africa; historians interested in medicine, biochemistry, and society; and policy
makers concerned with drug access and patent rights.

The Invisible Wound
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Bodies, Politics, and African Healing
Divine healing is commonly practiced today throughout Christendom and plays a
significant part in the advance of Christianity in Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
Such wide acceptance of the doctrine within Protestantism did not come without
hesitation or controversy. The prevailing view saw suffering as a divine chastening
designed for growth in personal holiness, and something to be faced with
submission and endurance. It was not until the nineteenth century that this
understanding began to be seriously questioned. This book details those
individuals and movements that proved radical enough in their theology and
practice to play a part in overturning mainstream opinion on suffering. James
Robinson opens up a treasury of largely unknown or forgotten material that
extends our understanding of Victorian Christianity and the precursors to the
Pentecostal revival that helped shape Christianity in the twentieth century.

679 Mental Triggers to Heal the Invisible Effects of Childhood
Emotional Neglect
Invisible Roots
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Features
such poets as Robert Bly, Allen Ginsberg, Nikki Giovanni, and Galway
Kinnell by including photos, selections of their work, and comments on their
poetry.

Divine Healing: The Formative Years: 1830–1890
Hold old did Jack Benny claim to be? What was Blondie's last name? Cecil B.
DeMille hosted what radio show? If you liked Mel Simons' The Old-Time Radio Trivia
Book, you will LOVE The Old-Time Radio Trivia Book II. Once again, Mel has
extracted the best of yesteryear and has delivered a book that will keep you
engaged and amazed for hours. See how well you remember tidbits about the likes
of Jack Benny, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor and other
radio icons. Take the quizzes yourself and then see how well friends and family do.
And while you're at it, you will enjoy classic photos of radio stars, many of them
autographed to the author.

Popular Educator
This fascinating book by psychologist and medical anthropologist Alberto Villoldo,
Ph.D., explains the practices for healing outside of ordinary time and space. It
shows how to enter the timeless now to heal events that occurred in the past, and
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to correct
the course of destiny. Dr. Villoldo discusses ways in which you can heal
yourself and your loved ones by employing intention through practices used by
shamans of the Americas - which, until now, have been inaccessible to most of the
world. The shamans of old called this journeying.In this book, you'll discover that
you have a four chambered heart in the same way you have a four chambered
soul. In the first chamber, you store away the memory of a wound that derailed
your destiny. In the second, you keep the limiting beliefs and soul contracts that
you entered into at the time of your loss. In the third, you recover the grace and
trust that will make you whole again; and in the fourth, you remember the calling
and mission that you choose to unfold in this lifetime. While everyone has a
future,'' Villoldo says, ''only certain people have a destiny.'' This book shows you
how to find and manifest yours.

Ungava
Invisible Bride
Leaves of Healing
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This subtle
to medical science. Stacey A. Langwick investigates the practices of healers in
Tanzania who confront the most intractable illnesses in the region, including AIDS
and malaria. She reveals how healers generate new therapies and shape the
bodies of their patients as they address devils and parasites, anti-witchcraft
medicine, and child immunization. Transcending the dualisms between tradition
and science, culture and nature, belief and knowledge, Langwick tells a new story
about the materiality of healing and postcolonial politics. This important work
bridges postcolonial theory, science, public health, and anthropology.

Mending the Past and Healing the Future with Soul Retrieval
(Large Print 16pt)
“insights, wisdom, and methodologies for healing past life experiences in a
beautiful and remarkable way.” —Lindsay Kenny, EFT Master-Trainer “There is gold
between the covers of The Great Joy of Healing Past Lives and it gets an absolute
and unequivocal ‘yes’ from me—read it!” —Bennie Naudé, Master Trainer, EFT and
Matrix Reimprinting Is Death the End of Us? Many modern teachers, physicians,
psychiatrists, psychologists and scientists are joining some of history’s greatest
thinkers to affirm that we are timeless. Our lives do continue. Learn how to revisit
past lives to free yourself and others of trauma from the distant past for greater
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and happiness, now and in the future.
Our Invisible Supply
"One of the leading therapeutic voices of the 1990's" (Deborah Mason, New
Choices) Harville Hendrix has illuminated the paths to healthy, loving relationships
in his New York Times bestsellers Getting the Love You Want and Keeping the Love
You Find. Now, with his coauthor and wife, Helen Hunt, he at last brings us to a
new understanding of the most profound love of all -- by helping parents nurture
their own development as they encourage emotional wholeness in their
children.How we parent our children reveals a great deal about how we were
parented. When a particular parent-child interaction reveals how strongly we
resemble our own mother or father, that insight can be extremely disheartening.
But it can also be a catalyst for exploring unresolved issues that originated in our
own childhood. Giving The Love That Heals offers a unique opportunity for personal
transformation that will lead us to a conscious, and thus healthier, relationship with
our children.Harville Hendrix and Helen Hunt help us explore:The Imago -- the
fantasy partner that our unconscious mind constructs from those we loved as a
child, a that has guided our search for a life partner Maximizer and Minimizer
parents -- the defensive styles that internally shape what we say and how interact
with our children A Parenting Process that all parents can use to end the "cycle of
wounding" -- the handing-down of wounding we received as children -- as we
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our own children, regardless of their age The most effective way to nurture
the stages of our child's growth while remaining mindful of how each stage affects
the child's relationships, both to us and to their world and their future Safety,
Support, and Structure -- how to give children what they really need from us
Modeling Adulthood -- recovering our innate wholeness to provide a model of
adulthood for our children that will preserve their innate wholeness.In this
profound, groundbreaking book, Harville Hendrix and Helen Hunt lead us through
an extraordinary process of growth as we help our children to become healthy,
responsible, and caring people.

Common Roots
The Work of Invisible Helpers
Tony Tost’s exhilarating poetry debut defies conventional description. Like a
fantastic film, a feverish delirium, or a dream state, these prose poems use an
experimental lexicon of imagery that goes beyond anything typically poetic. Tost’s
point of departure is the loss of the Other that makes the I: Agnes. And in a sort of
coming-of-age soliloquy song, he meditates on a range of topics: fatherhood,
childhood, identity, poetry. Together his poems express the unburdening of
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consciousness,
a consciousness that contains the likes of Blake, Italo Calvino, Allen
Grossman, and Frank Stanford, among others (including Tost himself). Surreal and
surprising, Invisible Bride showcases the prose artistry of a new American talent.

Our Invisible Supply
"How do I relate to a God who is invisible when I’m never quite sure he’s
there?"--Philip YanceyLife with God doesn’t always work like we thought. High
expectations slam against the reality of personal weaknesses and unwelcome
surprises. And the God who we’ve been told longs for our company may seem
remote, emotionally unavailable. Is God playing games? What can we count on him
for? This relationship with a God we can’t see, hear, or touch--how does it really
work?The Reaching for the Invisible God Study Guide gives you a path in your
personal quest for answers. Dovetailing with Philip Yancey’s book Reaching for the
Invisible God, the twelve sessions are your opportunity to journey toward insights
that affirm and dignify your most pressing questions--even the ones you may have
found it hard to ask. Get ready to experience the challenges and rewards of
relating to God as he is, not as you’ve thought he is. Yancey shifts your focus from
questions to the One who offers himself in answer: the God who invites you to
reach for him--and find.Includes:* Bible readings * Discussion questions* Personal
reflections and applications* Tips for group leaders* Summary excerpts from
Reaching for the Invisible God
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The Invisible Drama
The Diary of a Nobody is an English comic novel that records the daily events in
the lives of a London clerk, Charles Pooter, his wife Carrie, his son Lupin, and
numerous friends and acquaintances over a period of 15 months.

Healing Roots
The Miracle! In this book Nicholas presents you a practical, very simple, detailed
method of how to Heal the Invisible Effects of Childhood Emotional Neglect. You
will feel the effects immediately and the results will appear very quickly! So it was
in my case. The order of words is extremely important for every book written by
Nicholas. These are arranged to be traversed in a certain way so as to eliminate
certain blockages in the human being, blockages that are bringing disease or
failure on various plans. You don't need a big chunk of your time or expensive
programs. Everything is extremely simple! Health, money, prosperity, abundance,
safety, stability, sociability, charisma, sexual vitality, erotic attraction, will,
optimism, perseverance, self-confidence, tenacity, courage, love, loving
relationships, self-control, self-esteem, enthusiasm , refinement, intuition,
detachment, intelligence, mental calm, power of concentration, exceptional
memory, aspiration, transcendence, wisdom, compassion. By reading this book,
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you will
feel totally that life deserves to be lived and enjoyed every moment and
that everything that you propose for yourself becomes easy for you to fulfill.
Nicholas will guide you to touch your longed-for dream and will make you see life
from a new perspective, full of freshness and success. This book helps you step by
step, in a natural way, in just 3 minutes a day, to change your misguided way of
thinking and to Heal the Invisible Effects of Childhood Emotional Neglect. (NOTE:
For good, Nicholas keep the price of the book as lower as he can, even if is a hard
work behind this project. A significant portion of the earnings from the sale of the
book are used for these purposes: for charity, volunteer projects, nature
restoration, and other inspired ideas to do good where it is needed. If you can not
afford to buy the book please contact Nicholas and he will give you a free copy.)
You, also have a bonus in the pages of the book that makes you live your success
by doing a seemingly trivial thing. You will feel the difference. Yes. The Miracle is
possible! Get Your Copy Now!

Bits & Pieces
Ancestral Blueprints: Revealing Invisible Truths in America’s
Soul
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Psychology: Theory, Research, and Treatment is a peer-reviewed
professional journal dedicated to reporting developments in the field of energy
psychology (EP) that are of interest to heathcare professionals and researchers. It
contains original empirical research into the efficacy of EP methods; theoretical,
experimental and basic science papers illuminating the mechanisms of action of
EP; clinical insights on the application of EP to various populations, and interfaces
with other interventions; book reviews, and abstracts published in other journals
that are of relevance to the EP field. Its goal is to further the development of EP as
an evidence-based method in the healing sciences.

Giving the Love that Heals
Taking Back Your Health and Happiness helps those who suffer from chronic pain
discover the source of their pain to achieve self-healing and happiness within. As a
nurse for over ten years, an energy healer, and spiritual intuitive healer, Marie
Anne June L. Tagorda has seen the effects illness has on people and their loved
ones. She herself has had her share of chronic pain and invisible illness. In Taking
Back My Health and Happiness, she shares her process for achieving self-healing
and happiness. Within Taking Back My Health and Happiness, those who suffer
from chronic pain learn: The source and meaning of their chronic pain and illness
How to deal with their condition in order to live happy and be free to enjoy life How
to effectively communicate with loved ones to include them in their care and not
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them) Tips for healing their body while healing their relationships One’s illness
does not define them, and they can begin the process to becoming happy, healthy,
and free to enjoy life today with Taking Back Your Health and Happiness.

The Faerie's Guide to Green Magick from the Garden
The Great Joy of Healing Past Lives
Bits & Pieces has been a tool for understanding myselfa more peaceful me. Writing
this book has allowed me to open doors to discover more of who I am. I have had
experiences, shifted ideas, sorted facts, discovered some of my beliefs and
brought together some of my ideas about biology and spirituality. My hope is that
others might find more self-understanding, more self-realization from sharing my
story. We just might discover we are more alike than different. I was feeling so
crazy, detached and miserable, with anxiety galore. About three years ago I was
searching for a feel-better place. Among all the modalities I tried, I walked into a
Center for Spiritual Living, thinking this might be an answer. At the time it was an
unconscious choice, walking this spiritual path, but now its a conscious choice. I
knew I didnt like feeling this crazy, and that was a motivator for me, an inertia
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as I call it. I have had shifts of consciousness, observed different viewpoints
and I have totally changed my ideas of how things work. A transformation, my
evolution in consciousness. Because of my personal and our collective
consciousness, a spiritual path may not be what we think, because things arent
always as they seem. Its all in our views and our beliefs. The destination, unknown
to me at the time, was to walk a spiritual path. My life journey consisted of
experiences, that allowed me to reach my current understanding about life. I have
realized that we are following our destiny all the time, creating life on the go. The
best way is to become aware, we become empowered making it a better journeya
better life for me and for you. And the journey continues
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